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PREMIER KNOWLEDGE SOLUTIONS ANNOUNCES NEW DEEP LEARNING METHODOLOGY
St. Louis, MO, August 10th 2011- Premier Knowledge Solutions is pleased to announce their new
learning methodology: Deep Learning® available through their open enrollment schedule, dedicated
courses and PKxSpanse (remote learning instruction). Through a series of increasingly more challenging
interrogative exercises, punctuated with current knowledge capture exercises, post-exercise individual
and shared group discovery activities, capped by mega-lab work and social learning resources, Premier
Knowledge Solutions’ Deep Learning® begins with the final and correct learning objectives required to
master a technology, pass certification exams and or increase your earn power. Premier Knowledge
Solutions has already designed over seven Deep Learning® courses for CompTIA, Microsoft and IT
Governance courses. “The collective pass rate among the Deep Learning courses is over 95%,” says Bill
Biermann Director of Training Operations, “students really appreciate courses that combine both realworld and exam-based knowledge.”
Richard Losciale, President of Premier Knowledge Solutions and co-creator of the Deep Learning®
Methodology feels that “PKS Deep Learning® incorporates both time-proven technical training
techniques as well as recent findings on how today’s IT professionals and students best master
complex bodies of knowledge. We are thrilled with both the certification pass rates and customer
input we are seeing. PKS Deep Learning® begins with the end in mind and thus is a focused, resultsdriven classroom training methodology that all types of learners will benefit from.”
About Premier Knowledge Solutions
Premier Knowledge Solutions is a Microsoft Gold Learning Partner with additional Silver Competencies
in Desktop, Data Platform, Portals & Collaboration as well as Identity & Security. The St. Louis-based
firm opened their doors in 2004 serving primarily the bi-state area while continually increasing their
reach, allowing them to train clients globally. PKS offers a broad array of training in many formats
(Instructor-led, Remote Classroom Instruction, eLearning, dedicated courses and private training) on
the latest topics and technologies, taught by Microsoft Certified Trainers.
For more information contact Leanora Losciale, llosciale@premier-ks.com or 314.450.4713

